Alibaba
PROJECT

www.silwanastore.com

With the of advent of technological development in the world everything has become automated online to
facilitate life cycle. Silwana have invested in Alibaba, and to get a gold account which is one of the largest
e-commerce sites in the world to buy and sell online as it hosts millions of merchants and companies, since
it is not a retailer in the traditional sense.
It was launched in 2020 after understanding the global trade market and how to occupy a place in it, to
become an e-commerce ecosystem with a special innovation because of our belief in advanced technology.
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Positioning your product
according to the Business
Demand, with analysing
your inventory turnover.

Focusing on gross profit
Margins

Analysing the frequency for
the Market demand.

Smartly
automated
to
reach wide variety of
Clients strategically, with
fulfilling their requirements.



   
   



Shandong Swan Cotton
Industrial Machinery Stock Co., Ltd.
Zhengzhou Mayjoy Import & Export Co., Ltd
A
SILWAN
STORE

China KL Group Co., Limited
Shandong Gaia New Energy Tech. Co., Ltd.
Shijiazhuang Synmec International Trading Limited
CLW heavy industry CO.LTD
Guangdong Nanz Technology Co., Ltd.

  

   
   
Shandong Swan Cotton Industrial Machinery Stock Co., Ltd. is a listed company
owned by Shandong Supply and Marketing Cooperatives. It collects scientific
research & development, precision production and marketing service into a
whole, and specially provides one-station
type delivery and service for mechanized,
intelligent zed & informatized machine-picked cotton processing equipment. Products have been exported to
over 34 countries. The marketing service
network spreads all over world main
cotton production area.

  


  



  
 

Zhengzhou Mayjoy Import & Export Co.,
Ltd is established under the name of
Zhengzhou Mayjoy Machinery Co., LTD.
They are committed to the international
marketing. As a famous manufacturer
and seller of food making machines,
industrial machines and agriculture machines and recycling machines in China,
they built good and stable cooperation
with clients from Europe, Africa, Southeast Asia, Middle East etc. Under the great
support of our strong technical team and
professional engineers, They have the
ability to offer you satisfying machines
and service.

  
  
 
  



  

China KL group co., Limited company is
specialized in the research, design, manufacture and sales of various electric products such as electric car, electric tricycle,
electric scooter, hoverboard, and other
related products. This company covers an
area of 50,000 square meters. They introduce advanced equipment and use the
most advanced fully automatic production lines. Now, they have 15 production
lines for the manufacture of electric vehicles also company has 12 production
plants and 30 assembly lines. They provide professional products and other services.

  
  


    
 

    
   
Gaia Solar engaged in changing steadily deteriorating environment, and invested huge capitals on researching one kind of clean and sustainable energy. With the noble mission, Gaia
Solar has become a famous brand in concentrated solar power industry. Gaia researched on
solar receiver tube technology more than ten
years ago, and as a strategic partner of CASC.
Gaia Group has become the largest production
basement of EV in China. Gaia Solar has exported to more than 60 countries, and got very good
business reputations, and setup its own or
cooperated branch company in Spain, Mexico,
India, Pakistan, Thailand, Middle-East Asia, East
Africa, South Africa and Hong Kong.

  


 
 
  

   
  
   
This company provide professional machinery
manufacturing and professional international
trading service. They have professional world
trading team with rich world trading experience,
provide full English user manual, Video using
instruction, Oversea machine assembly and
On-site training. They are persistently devoted to
researching and developing the highly technical
products and making contributions to the development of seed, agricultural product, food and
feedstuff processing machinery. They are able to
offer the processing equipment of 18 categories
and more than 40 models, such as threshing,
selecting, stone removing, metal removing, classifying, grading, specific gravity separating, seed
coating, automatic quantitative weighing and
packaging machinery.

  

 

  

  
  
They are a famous manufacturer producing all kinds
of special trucks for purposes of virescence, environmental protection, cleanness and road constructions.
Their leading products include more than 100 types of
trucks, dedicated to strict quality control and thoughtful customer service, their experienced staff members
are always available to discuss your requirements and
ensure full customer satisfaction. In recent years, this
company has introduced a series of advanced equipment, including plasma cutting machines and automatic welding machines. In addition, they have
attained China's Compulsory Certificate and other certificates. Selling well in all cities and provinces around
China, their products are also exported to clients in
such countries and regions as South Africa, South
America, Algeria, Angola and Afghanistan.

  
  





  

   
Guangdong Nanz Technology Co., Ltd owns two production bases in Dongguan and Jiangmen. Jiangmen production base’s area takes more than 15,000
㎡and annual production capacity up to 60,000
tonnes, which is far beyond the others in this industry. They are cooperating with south China university
of technology which is academic ranking first in
China, aims to set up the national centre for research
and development of special sugar and develop new
products in the special sugar market.
They has obtained the Commodity Inspection, ISO
quality system certification, HACCP food safety
system certification and so on. For many years,
South Word Brand products are exported to Europe,
USA and other more than 40 countries and regions,
enjoying good reputation. Certified with ISO and
HACCP qualification.

  



 

In collaboration with several organizations throughout the globe, we invested in a project
that would allow us to sell online via the world's largest online commerce platform, which
hosts a million merchants and companies.
Your complete satisfaction is our objective, and we strive to achieve it by delivering within a
short time period and providing high-quality service.

